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B2B the office of the vice president for research (ovpr) at the 

university of illinois ensures that innovations grow beyond the 

university and into the private sector through our pipeline of idea 

acceleration units and connected partnerships.

The OVPR pipeline protects, funds,  
and supports ideas prior to their launch  
as viable businesses and, in doing so,  
drives economic development in Illinois, 
the nation, and the world.
 
ovpr partners with an amazingly diverse group of thinkers and doers 

to elevate ideas into reality. together, we bring ideas to market, ensuring 

that the most innovative discoveries end up solving real-world problems.

OVPR at the University of Illinois.  
elevating ideas.

Beakers  
to Business

BYTes  
to Business

BeaNs  
to Business
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it has been over a decade since 

economic development was marked as 

the fourth mission of the university of 

illinois. in that short time, the university 

has developed a powerful innovation 

ecosystem that brings together research 

activities, entrepreneurial education, 

and infrastructure to elevate ideas  

into viable businesses and solutions  

to global challenges.

now is a very exciting time for ovpr 

and the university of illinois, as we have 

launched several new initiatives that 

enable additional connections between 

students and faculty with both chicago-

based and downstate industry, startups,  

and investors. there are infinite 

possibilities for innovation and discovery 

at the university of illinois and with the 

ovpr pipeline and the collaboration of 

all units, we are seeing ideas move from 

the university level to a global level 

much more quickly and easily. 

ELEVATE.
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edward william and  
Jane marr gutgsell professor

led the international swine 
genome sequencing consortium 
and the international pig snp chip 
consortium

200+ publications

founding editor of  
animal Biotechnology

$25m+ in sponsored research

entrepreneur

Board affiliations and memberships:

governor’s illinois innovation council

argonne national laboratory

fermi national accelerator 
laboratory

national research council’s institute 
for laboratory animal research

university expenditures
create $2+ of impact

 for each $1 spent.
2for1

$800M $800M annual research Budget.

PrOTEcT

fUnd

sUPPOrT

LAUnch

university spending has an 
annual impact of $10B+ on 

the illinois economy.

$10B
LAwrEncE B. schOOk

170+ startups in 10 years. 170+
startups

University research leads to innovations and 
technological advances that strengthen our local,  
state, and global economies. 

university research leads to innovations  

and technological advances that strengthen 

our local, state, and global economies.  

in this way, economic development comes 

down to effective idea movement. this 

is precisely why ovpr has focused on 

building a pipeline to take research from 

the university to the community. together 

we drive not just economic strength, but 

change the quality of life around the globe. 

while federal research funding cuts 

have created challenges for all research 

institutions, ovpr is committed to  

providing services and programming  

to ensure that the university of illinois 

remains a world leader in research and 

discovery. i am proud of our progress and  

of the spirit of cooperation and dedication 

that has allowed tremendous public and 

private collaborations to better guide  

startups from a research and ideation stage 

into stable, thriving illinois businesses.

CV 
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protect

fund

support

launch

iLLinOis innOVATiOn.
inTErnATiOnAL imPAcT.

the university of illinois office of the vice president 

for research (ovpr) drives innovation and economic 

development by channeling research through a 

commercialization pipeline that protects, funds, supports, 

and launches ideas into businesses and global solutions.

ProTeCT The iNTelleCTUal ProPerTY  
BehiNd The idea.

seCUre seed fUNdiNg so The  
idea CaN grow.

iNCUBaTe aNd grow  
The idea.

fiNd a hoMe aNd a MarkeT for The idea,  
whiCh is Now a ViaBle solUTioN.

“   at any given moment, hundreds of ideas are at various 
stages in the oVPr pipeline, making their way toward 
becoming viable businesses. it is incredible to see the 
ripple effect these discoveries have on individuals, 
communities, and on society as a whole. 

— dr. lawrence B. schook”

OVPr OVErViEw

By collaborating with and linking units such  

as the offices of technology management,  

illinoisventures, enterpriseworks, and research park,  

and partnering with both public and private entities,  

ovpr has formed a unique process that encourages  

and stabilizes technology transfer and company formation.  

the companies that result stimulate and contribute to local, 

national, and global economies.

this ovpr pipeline, in effect, elevates the ideas of illinois 

faculty, staff, and students, sharing research and relationships 

that are critical to moving ideas, jobs, and the economy forward.
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ELEVATEd.

illinoisVeNTUres ranked
#1 in gap funding for third-party 
capital attraction by innovosource

Ui laBs is a bold proposal for a 
University-affiliated research technology 
center designed to make the state and Chicago a global 

hub of innovation and build the region’s economy

 

iLLinOis 
innOVATiOn.
The University of illinois is creating knowledge and elevating 

innovative technology, and has been for 150 years. we are one 

University with three distinct campuses and are proud of our 

collective global accomplishments and their impact on our 

communities, cities, state, and world.

enterpriseworks named a 
College-town incubator to 
watch by Inc. Magazine

UIC Chancellor’s Innovation  

Fund is giving $10M  
over 5 years — $1M per year 
in seed funding; $1M per year in 
proof-of-concept funding

research Park Named outstanding  
research Park of the Year  
by the Association of University Research Parks

University of Illinois  
Research is one of the  
top ten sources  
of patents in illinois

$3.4M state of illinois grant awarded for Health, Technology,  
Innovation (HTI) facility in the Illinois Medical District
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EnTErPrisEwOrks

• $530,000 investment in new  
 2012 startups 

• $10 million invested to date 

• $612 million in third party funding 

• 58:1 leverage ratio 

illinoisventures is a startup and  
early-stage technology investment  
firm focused on research-driven  
companies. as a public-private  
partnership, illinoisventures builds 
global businesses based on ideas  
originating at midwest universities  
and federal laboratories.

illinoisVEnTUrEs, LLc

• 19 new startups

• $16 million in revenue from  
 industry contracts for  
 EnterpriseWorks clients

• 7 firms received venture  
 capital funding

• 8 firms received angel  
 investment funding

enterpriseworks is a business  
incubator in the research park  
for early-stage tech firms, more  
than half of which originate from  
university research. the startups  
that occupy the office suites and labs  
at enterpriseworks showcase the  
potential of innovation in our  
community. recently launched, 
enterpriseworks-chicago is an  
organization that offers entrepreneurial 
support to the uic campus and  
chicago community.

EnTErPrisEwOrks

The OVPR pipeline is made up of  
varying units, collaborations, and 
partnerships, all with one primary 
focus—to elevate ideas. These entities 
overlap, creating synergy and building  
the momentum needed for an idea to 
grow. However, while interconnected,  
each distinct OVPR unit has its own 
focus, goals, and leadership, ensuring 
that each part of the pipeline works  
to strengthen the whole.

LEsLEy MILLAR
director

the office of technology 

Management-Urbana

jEREMy HOLLIs
interiM director

the office of technology 

Management-chicago

NANCy sULLIVAN
ceo & Managing director

illinoisVentUreS

LAURA FRERICHs
director

University of illinois research Park

enterpriseWorks

 

KAPILA VIgEs
director

enterpriseWorks-chicago

OVPr UniTs
• 12 new startups

• 432 U.s. patents filed 

• 106 U.s. patents issued 

• 90 licenses and options

 the offices of technology 
management are responsible for 
evaluating, protecting, marketing, 
and licensing the university’s 
intellectual property.

ThE OfficEs Of  
TEchnOLOgy mAnAgEmEnT

• $7 million in infrastucture development

• 200+ companies/tenants have been  
 in the Research Park over 10 years

• 350+ student workers in  
 Research Park annually

• 86 events programmed for the  
 technology and entrepreneur community

• 20 new sBIR and sTTR awards to  
 companies located in the Research Park

research park provides an  
environment where technology- 
based businesses can partner  
with university faculty and students  
on collaborative research and  
economic endeavors. created  
to help advance the economic 
development mission of the university, 
research park contributes millions  
of dollars in tax revenue to the state  
and local community. 

UniVErsiTy Of iLLinOis  
rEsEArch PArk, LLc

oVpr

TEchnOLOgy 
mAnAgEmEnT

rEsEArch PArk

ill inoisVEnTUrEs

2012 dATA
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OVPr: TEAmwOrk
oVPr’s individual units work  
together seamlessly so that  
a unique idea progresses  
through various stages of  
the oVPr pipeline and into  
one-of-a-kind vibrant solutions.

all ideas and companies progress at different  
speeds and require different levels of support.  
oVPr units are able to customize the  
services and level of support they provide  
in order to help a business get what it needs,  
when it needs it.

nexhAnd &  
chicAgO innOVATiOn mEnTOrs

 In addition to programs and services offered by the OVPR units, 
University of Illinois startup businesses are able to utilize the  
services of many University partners and affiliates. One such partner 
is Chicago Innovation Mentors (CIM), a multi-institution initiative that 
cultivates University-based and local technology ventures. NexHand 
met regularly with a CIM mentor team, giving NexHand exposure  
to medical device entrepreneurs and experts that were critical to 
developing relationships with partners and understanding regulatory 
pathways. NexHand continues to work with CIM on an ad-hoc  
basis, receiving mentorship as needed. 

OVPr UniTs 
EngAgEd:

TEchnOLOgy 
mAnAgEmEnT

ill inoisVEnTUrEs

EnTErPrisEwOrks

Nexhand is a private company focused on developing highly innovative medical devices 
to improve disease diagnosis and enhance surgical procedures to more safely and 
effectively treat patients with highly specific diagnoses. Nexhand’s novel technologies 
address the unmet needs of patients and physicians during diagnosis and surgery using 
quantifiable metrics to determine condition severity and other factors. Nexhand was initially 
supported by the office of Technology Management-Chicago, received funding from 
illinoisVeNTUres, and is currently housed in enterpriseworks-Chicago.

cAsE sTUdy: nExhAnd

PiPELinE PhAsE
fundedprotected supported

nExhAnd in ThE OVPr PiPELinE
april 2009 
otm meets faculty member to  
discuss inventions

January 2010 
otm receives disclosure for the 
technology behind nexhand

March 2011  
otm introduces faculty member  
to chicago innovation mentors

June 2011 
otm introduces faculty member  
to a life sciences executive who  
would become a co-founder and  
the ceo of nexhand

october 2011 
nexhand, inc. is founded by  
micah mackison, dr. craig 
niederberger and dr. ervin kocjancic

March 2012  
otm signs license with nexhand

april 2012 
illinoisventures  
invests in nexhand

July 2012 
nexhand signs a lease in  
enterpriseworks—chicago
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PrOTEcT

LAUnch

PrOTEcT, fUnd, sUPPOrT, LAUnch.

432  
u.s. patents filed 

in fY2012

75 
new ventures 

initially funded by 
illinoisventures  

since 2002

30+ startups at 
enterpriseworks

43,000
square feet at 

enterpriseworks

89% of firms 
at enterpriseworks are from 

the university of illinois

15 firms 
have graduated from 
enterpriseworks into 

research park

named Top 10 
incubator to watch  

by Inc. Magazine

 of incubator 
tenants graduate 

each year

sharethis 

 ranked 35 on  
forbes’ america’s  

Most Promising 
Companies list

 of research park  
employees are students 

$4.1M 
research park’s total 
operations annual tax 

revenue contribution to  
the state of illinois 

$146M raised by 
incubating companies 
while at research park

50-90%  
of startup 

professional 
service costs 

provided by  
i-start entrepreneur 

program

illinoisventures named 

Top 100 
venture capital firm nationally 

by entrepreneur magazine

$65M in early 
stage investment 

funding from 
illinoisventures

106 u.s. patents 
issued in fY2012

90 licenses & 
options in fY2012

12 startups 
in fY2012

$1M+ awarded in 
proof-of-concept funding

3 

1

3 

1

ThE OVPr PiPELinE

fUnd

sUPPOrT
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PErsOnify & illinoisVEnTUrEs
“ IllinoisVENTUREs has been a key partner in the formation 

and ongoing maturation of Personify. Having a venture  
investor with a national presence that can seed and  
provide follow-on financing for spin-off companies is  
a tremendous asset to the University of Illinois.”

—sanjay Patel, CEO of Personify

OVPr UniTs 
EngAgEd:

TEchnOLOgy 
mAnAgEmEnT

ill inoisVEnTUrEs

EnTErPrisEwOrks

ELEVATE 15

Personify is a communication company focused on making remote communication as 
personal and intuitive as possible. Personify’s flagship product, Personify live, is an 
immersive video communication tool that embeds real-time video of a speaker into any 
setting, such as a PowerPoint presentation or online demonstration, allowing the presenter 
to naturally interact with the content on screen and with their audience. Personify live 
offers multiple sales, customer service, and training benefits, in addition to reducing travel 
costs for meetings.

cAsE sTUdy: PErsOnify

personify (formerly named nuvixa) founders  
started working with the office of technology  
management-urbana (otm) in spring 2009 to license  
some key intellectual property that originated at 
the coordinated science lab in urbana. that tech 
transfer was the spark that ignited the company and 
prompted the sequence of events that led to its  
first round of funding. personify was founded in  
august 2009, and incorporated in april 2010;  
the company received $250k in seed funding  
from illinoisventures in november 2010. 

shortly after receiving financing, personify established 
company headquarters in the enterpriseworks 
incubator. “enterpriseworks has been a wonderful 
place to land our company and a great resource 
for getting it started. in particular, having a pre-

established infrastructure for accessing university 
resources while planting our feet on the ground was 
incredibly useful for us,” said dr. sanjay patel, ceo.

personify utilized many university resources to  
both develop and expand the business. participation 
in the 2012 otm share the vision technology 
showcase provided opportunities for dr. patel and  
his team to meet potential and existing investors.  
the entrepreneur professional assistance program 
(now i-start) funded professional services and 
activities that were critical in personify’s growth.  
in addition, enterpriseworks helped the company 
launch an initial product demonstration at tedxuiuc, 
and facilitated customer introductions—resulting in  
a business relationship with John deere.

PiPELinE PhAsE
protected funded supported

OVPr: cOLLABOrATiOn
each oVPr unit offers a unique menu of programs,  
services, and support to faculty, students, and startups.  
each startup has different needs depending on which  
stage of the pipeline it falls. The real magic occurs  
when the units collaborate on these service offerings,  
expanding the reach of the services and making  
a bigger impact.

share the Vision  
Technology showcase

the office of technology management-

urbana (otm) and research park host  

the share the vision technology showcase 

which features faculty presenters, keynote 

speakers from federal and state government 

offices, tours of research park, and 

presentations from illinois startups.  

share the vision encourages and  

facilitates business relationships between 

entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, corporate 

executives, and university faculty.

i-start  
Entrepreneur Assistance Program

with the help of matching funds by the state 

of illinois, research park offers the i-start 

entrepreneur assistance program, a matching 

award program targeted to university 

of illinois researchers that have a strong 

potential for technology commercialization 

through new company formation. i-start 

offers a suite of professional services for 

new university of illinois entrepreneurs 

including business development, legal 

setup, sBir application, bookkeeping 

assistance, and marketing assistance. i-start 

participants are able to utilize these services 

for just a fraction of the actual cost.
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Water safety technologies that track global,  

public water supplies. (Aqueous solutions)

The ability to share information  

in a snap. (shareThis)

Tissue regeneration 

that restores  

function to damaged 

or diseased cells.  

(Cell Habitats)

 OUr
rOi?
 a BeTTer QUaliTY of life.
oUr reTUrN oN iNVesTMeNT?

The oVPr pipeline generates more 

than dollars, data points, or even  

thriving businesses. oVPr engagements 

ultimately solve real world problems.  

They heal people. They change lives.

while oVPr does drive economic development in illinois and throughout  
the world, its pipeline is equally focused on encouraging impactful innovation.  
Those resulting initiatives are efficient, dynamic, and fluid. They reshape their 
industries and set the tone for a new breed of business—one that balances  
economic realities with societal benefits.

responsible research benefits us all. when ideas become reality, lives change.  
and that is what oVPr is all about—elevating ideas to the point that they  
are able to change the lives of ordinary people, the direction of our communities, 
and the path of industries. The proof of our success is in the people whose lives  
are ultimately touched.

Increased mobility and portability options for wheelchair users. (IntelliWheels)
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OVPr UniTs 
EngAgEd:

TEchnOLOgy 
mAnAgEmEnT

ill inoisVEnTUrEs

EnTErPrisEwOrks

autonomic Materials, inc. (aMi) is a privately held, early stage company developing and 
commercializing breakthrough low-cost, self-healing polymer systems for high performance 
coatings, sealants, and adhesives. aMi’s innovations mean increased value for coatings 
producers and users alike. recoating intervals are lengthened, reducing labor costs and 
equipment downtime. By extending coating lifetimes, they also offer the added benefit  
of reduced environmental impact.

as aMi has grown, they have remained in close contact with their University of illinois roots. an illinoisVeNTUres 
Managing director has stayed involved as an active aMi board member, aMi continues regular dialogue  
with oTM-Urbana as they manage aMi’s licensed iP portfolio, and aMi has a facilities use agreement in place 
at the Beckman institute, where two of aMi’s founding members began their careers as research scientists.

cAsE sTUdy: AUTOnOmic mATEriALs, inc.

Ami’s OVPr PiPELinE PATh
The office of Technology Management (oTM):
the otm was involved from the initial review of ami’s 
licensed portfolio, to assisting in several amendments  
to their original agreement. along the way, otm has 
advised ami on their intellectual property portfolio 
and facilitated numerous business introductions.

illinoisVeNTUres
as the original lead investor in ami, illinoisventures 
not only provided financing, but has continued to be 
actively involved in helping ami effectively navigate 
early business stages. 

enterpriseworks 
enterpriseworks provided ami’s early startup-stage 
facilities. ceo Joe giuliani puts it this way, “there is 
no way ami could have duplicated enterpriseworks’ 
offerings on our own. it is a great environment with 
plenty of daily activity and business-to-business 
cross-pollination. there were many useful resources 
available to the companies at enterpriseworks,  
a wonderful variety of speakers scheduled on a 
regular basis, and the staff at enterpriseworks always 
promoted ami in any way and venue they could.”

OVPr: rELATiOnshiPs

PiPELinE PhAsE
fundedprotected supported

The relationship between 
researchers, entrepreneurs,  
and oVPr units does not end 
once a startup is launched.  
Most companies maintain an 
active relationship with the 
oVPr units that helped them  
get their start.

The relationships that are developed through  
the oVPr pipeline are invaluable, and in  
many instances are the primary reason for  
a successful business launch.

AUTOnOmic mATEriALs & 
illinois VEnTUrEs

“ For me personally, I relied heavily on IllinoisVENTUREs  
during my transition as the new CEO. My learning curve 
was significantly reduced.”

—joe giuliani, CEO of Autonomic Materials
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health, Technology,  
innovation (hTi)
opening in summer 2013, hti is a new facility within the 
illinois medical district, encompassing 12,000 square 
feet of laboratory and office space, and made possible 
by a $3.4m state of illinois grant.

illinois Medical 
district (iMd)
the imd, located in chicago, consists 
of 560 acres of medical research 
facilities and is the largest urban 
medical district in the united states.

state science &  
Technology institute (ssTi)
ssti is a national organization dedicated to improving government-
industry programs that encourage economic growth through  
the application of science and technology.

illinois science &  
Technology Coalition (isTC) 
non-profit organization that connects government,  
academia, and industry to leverage the state’s world class  
research and development assets to drive innovation  
and economic growth.

department of Commerce and  
economic opportunity (dCeo) 
dceo provides a wide array of programs and services designed to help
illinois businesses thrive in the global economy.

Chicago innovation 
Mentors (CiM)
chicago innovation mentors supports 
university-based and local new technology 
innovation ventures through the use  
of mentor teams.

illinois innovation Council (iiC) 
iic is a diverse group of leaders convened by governor pat Quinn to
promote engagement, innovation, and economic development.

Chicago ideas week/Think Chicago 
presented by the city of chicago and the university of illinois,  
chicago ideas week is an annual gathering of global thought leaders.

Chicago Biomedical Consortium
a biomedical consortium made up of members from northwestern 
university, university of chicago, and the university of illinois.

 A mEETing  
Of ThE minds

1871
where digital  
startups get their 
start. located in the 
merchandise mart  
in chicago.

crOss-cAmPUs cOnVErsATiOns.  
crOss-cOUnTry cOLLABOrATiOns.
ovpr and the ovpr pipeline are all about connections. the more touch points an 

idea has with like-minded people, businesses or programs, the better. the more 

interactions that take place while an idea is forming, the greater the possibility that 

it will form into a stable business model. this is why, in addition to ovpr’s core units, 

ovpr maintains a multitude of varying partnerships with entities large and small.

Ui laBs 
ui laBs brings together academic 
leaders with leading businesses in  
a new academic-industry research 
lab partnership.

world Business Chicago (wBC) | ChicagoNeXT
wBc leads chicago’s business retention, attraction, and expansion efforts and raises the  
city’s position as a premier global business destination. wBc oversees the chicagoneXt  
technology council, which seeks to positively impact new venture formation in chicago 
and to accelerate the growth and/or expansion of established businesses.

fox/atkins 
development, llC 
fox/atkins development, llc is a private 
development firm in champaign that 
developed the research park.

Champaign 
County 
economic 
development 
Corporation 
(CCedC) 
the ccedc is a public-private 
partnership dedicated to fostering a 
cooperative, county-wide approach 
to economic development.
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• UIRP LLC Board of Managers
Pat Daly (Vice Chair)
the dalY group, llc

Mark Donovan
universitY of illinois at chicago

sharon Donovan
universitY of illinois at urBana-champaign

Mitra Dutta
universitY of illinois at chicago

Roderick johnson
intra-op monitoring services, llc

Ed McMillan (Chair)
mcmillan, l.l.c.

Peter schiffer
universitY of illinois at urBana-champaign

Rick stephens
horizon hoBBY

Ex-officio, non-voting members

Thomas R. Bearrows (secretary)
universitY of illinois

Wesley W. Curtis (Representative of the secretary)
universitY of illinois

Laura Frerichs
universitY of illinois

Walter K. Knorr (Treasurer)
universitY of illinois

Lawrence B. schook (Principal of the sole Member)
universitY of illinois

• University of Illinois Board of Trustees 
Ricardo Estrada

Patrick j. Fitzgerald

Karen Hasara

Patricia Brown Holmes

Christopher g. Kennedy

Timothy Koritz

Edward L. McMillan

james D. Montgomery, sr. 

Pam strobel

student Trustees 
David Pileski

Kenneth Thomas

john Tienken

Ex-officio Member 
governor Pat Quinn

Officers of the Board
Christopher g. Kennedy (Chair)

Lester H. McKeever, jr. (Treasurer)

Walter K. Knorr (Comptroller)

Thomas R. Bearrows (University Counsel)

susan M. Kies (secretary)

UI Executive Officers
Robert A. Easter (President)

Paula Allen-Meares (Chancellor & Vice President, Chicago)

Thomas R. Bearrows (University Counsel)

joe g.N. “skip” garcia (Vice President for Health Affairs)

Thomas Hardy
(Executive Director, Office for University Relations)

susan M. Kies (secretary, Board of Trustees)

Walter K. Knorr
(Vice President, Chief Financial Officer & Comptroller)

susan j. Koch (Chancellor & Vice President, springfield)

Katherine “Kappy” Laing 
(Executive Director, Office of governmental Relations)

Christophe Pierre (Vice President for Academic Affairs)

Lawrence B. schook (Vice President for Research)

Phyllis Wise (Chancellor & Vice President, Urbana-Champaign)

 OVPr
PArTnErs & friEnds
when it comes to research, we are one University working together.  

ovpr is grateful for our many internal partners and friends, without whom the  

ovpr pipeline simply would not be possible.

• Academy for Entrepreneurial Leadership (AEL)
• Office of governmental Relations 
• Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, Chicago Campus
• Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, Urbana Campus
• OVPR Faculty Advisory Committee
• OVPR Research Council 
• Technology Entrepreneur Center (TEC)
• UIC Innovation Center

• IllinoisVENTUREs LLC Board of Managers
Mitra Dutta
universitY of illinois at chicago

james L. Foght
foght enterprises

Brendan Fox (Vice Chair)
eli lillY (former eXecutive)

jeremy Hollis
universitY of illinois at chicago

Warren Holtsberg
mvc capital, inc.

Ed McMillan (Chair)
mcmillan llc

Lesley Millar
universitY of illinois at urBana-champaign 

Franklyn Prendergast, MD PhD
maYo clinic

Peter E. schiffer
universitY of illinois at urBana-champaign

Nancy sullivan
universitY of illinois

William P. Tai
charles river ventures

Michael Tokarz (IETF I, II, gP Board Chair)
the tokarz group, llc

Ex-officio, non-voting members

Thomas R. Bearrows (secretary)
universitY of illinois

Wesley C. Curtis (secretary’s Delegate)
universitY of illinois

Walter K. Knorr (Treasurer)
universitY of illinois

Lawrence B. schook (Principal Officer of the sole Member)
universitY of illinois

— Christopher g. kennedy
Chairman, University of Illinois  
Board of Trustees

“

”

Public research universities, 
like the University of illinois, 
are our state’s only renewable 
resource for innovation. The 
University of illinois provides 
new knowledge, which leads 
to the development of new 
products, which leads to  
new jobs. we have the  
potential to be a perpetual  
job creation machine.
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 The University of illinois is a research 
powerhouse. our students and faculty 
are inventing technologies and creating 
knowledge at an exponential rate.  
The oVPr pipeline elevates these  
ideas into solutions, products, and  
businesses that change lives.

“
”

— dr. lawrence B. schook
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